
CS109B Notes for Lecture 5/24/95GatesNo, not Bill | we mean a circuit element thatimplements a logical function.� Gate inputs and outputs are usually voltages.We'll just use 0 and 1, assuming the gate cantell the di�erence.� Here are symbols for 2-input AND and OR and1-input NOT.Inputs at left; output at right.See Sect. 13.2 for other symbols.AND OR NOTCircuitsCollection of gates wired together.� A gate output can become an input to anynumber of gates.� Some circuit inputs exist; these are not theoutput of any gate.� One or more gate outputs are designated cir-cuit outputs.Example: Here is a circuit:pq pq r + pqNOT(r + pq)r � Circuit inputs are p, q, and r.� Circuit outputs at right.From Circuits to Logical ExpressionsIf the circuit is combinational (= graph with gatesas nodes, output!input connections as arcs has1



no cycles), then we can topologically sort the cir-cuit.� Then, we can visit the gates in this order andcompute an expression for the gate output byapplying the operator for that gate to the ex-pressions at the gate inputs.Example: For the previous circuit, the topologi-cal order is left-to-right.� The expressions associated with the gate out-puts are indicated on the diagram.From Logical Expressions to CircuitsIf we have gate types corresponding to all the op-erators of a logical expression, it is easy to build acombinational circuit for that expression.� Create a gate for each subexpression.� The type of a gate is the operand at the rootof its subexpression.� The inputs to a gate are the outputs of gatescorresponding to the operands of the root.If an operand is a variable, then that vari-able is a circuit input and also an inputto the gate.Example: Here is the expression tree for pq+ �pr.41 2 3p q p rNOT ANDAND OR
The following circuit has gates correspondingto the nodes of the tree.2



qpr 1 = pq 3 = �pr 4 = pq + �pr2 = �pSequential CircuitsWhat if the circuit's graph has cycles (a sequentialcircuit)?1. Introduce enough new variables so that everycycle contains at least one.2. Express the new variables in terms of them-selves and circuit inputs.One of four things can happen to eachvariable: it remains 0, it remains 1, itoscillates between 0 and 1, or it becomes�xed at a value that depends on its initialvalue.Example: Here is a sequential circuit:pqx qx p+ qx NOT(p + qx)Here is the truth table for the output x =NOT(p + qx) in terms of the inputs p, q, and x.p q x NOT(p+ qx)0 0 0 10 0 1 10 1 0 10 1 1 01 0 0 01 0 1 01 1 0 01 1 1 03



� On inputs p = q = 0, whether x is 0 or 1 itbecomes 1 as the gates operate.� On inputs p = 1, q = 0 or 1, x becomes 0regardless of its initial value.� On inputs p = 0, q = 1 x oscillates. Its valueat one instant is the opposite of its value atthe previous \instant."Class ProblemAnalyze the behavior of the following sequentialcircuit. px
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